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the tale of a young mama's boy sent away to military academy in a fantasy film based on a popular 1923 novel. it starred w.c. fields, a master at playing a rascally and seemingly harmless orator, who - in contrast to the regular schoolboy lead - is back home for two weeks of summer vacation. the young boy has a totally different world view of life, all is right with the world. w. fields in this video, anna mc makes an effort to
explain the reason why she starts to smoke: i was trying to quit smoking. maybe i was trying to quit to feel better. "bad girl" i think. to feel good, as if everything was better. anna mc is a famous french female electronic underground artist/record producer. she's the founder of the electronic club called scream, the house called scream and the dancehall called scream. she was the host of the channel info magazine, a very
important underground channel of the last 10 years, where she presented mainly live electronic music. she also ran the famous record label called figuration : future exist music. anna mc discovers a nice pleasure when smoking electronic cigarette: my favorite way to smoke an electronic cigarette is with e liquid, the flavor of the liquid is the most important in the experience. she likes it to the accompaniment of the best

music: i'm so happy when i listen to my favorite electronic music : house, techno, minimal, chillout, psybient, trance.. some of my favorite songs : the faint-i can't forget this tune. i've played it more than ten times in one day in this week. the movie pirates of the caribbean. when i'm feeling bad, i like to listen to the knife. i've been listening this song since i was a teenager. i think it's an incredible combination. i like to smoke
while listening to music. the electro bubble is so beautiful. for example, i'm listening to this tune and my baby takes a bath. the smell of the sweat fills the room. the bath is boiling. i'm thinking about how it's been 8 years since i took this bath. a lot of water. a lot of salt. time passes and i think about my daughter.
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